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Dear Jean:
This latter summarizes my thoughts on NUREG/CR-3756, "Seismic Hazard
Characterization of the Eastern United States: Methodology and Interim
Results for Ten Sites." In essence,
he points I try to make in this letter
differ little from those voiced at the August 15 review meting In Cambridge.
For the record, I wish to note that my reviev of NUREG/CR-3756 is not from the
prespective of an expert in seismicity or ground notion, but from that of a
risk analyst.
1.

SUMMARY

Overall the study is carefully planned and vwll executed.
Nhlla one may
differ with particular item in the study, both the mthodology and execution
conform to the current state of the art. In my view, this makes the results
credible and as good as present scientific understanding of eastern U.S. (EUS)
seismicity probably allows.
This is not to say that other competent workers
would perform the study precisely as this one wan performed, or that the
results of similarly conducted studies would be exactly the samea as the result
obtained here.
However, within reasonable confidence limits and for the
present, the results appear to accurately reflect a consensus of expert
opinion.
2.

OVERVIEW OF METHODOLOGY,

EXECUTION,

AND RESULTS

The methodology used by LLNL in its study is consistent with current
practice for smimic hazard analysis and appears to have been coapetently
carried out.
In their general behavior and abroluate values the results must
be considered to enjoy a reasonable level of confidence.
Specifically the LILL study satisfactorily addresses a number of
analytical or modeling difficulties which are crutial to a satisfactory
analysis of EUS seisamicity.
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The study is based on the quantified opinions of a panel of
i
The estimates
recognised experts in EVS seisaicity and ground motion.
and
constructed
well
a
through
of thee experts have been obtained
precedence
with
approach
accepted
an
is
This
detailed questionaire.
in other areas of policy analysis.
I Separate experts are used for seismicity and ground motion
estimates.
I Bstimatea of each expert are integrated vertically to derive
Then, the curves are
seismic hazard curves for the individual expert.
This mitigates the problem of
combined horizontally across experts.
mixing conceptually incompatible assessments.
I Systematic (m'odel") uncertainties and random uncertainties are
distinguished and separately accounted.
Intermediate results have been ,feedback'
I
experts and estimates reevaluated.
§

to the

eprticipating

Uncertainty in the final results is explicitly represented.

Thj commnts below attempt to point out both what appears good about the
While a
study and places where additional work might be profitably invested.
number of small points are discussed, three issues pervade the comments.
First, there is a need for better documentation or justification of the
Second, comparison need to be
reasons behind individual experts' estimates.
made of interim and final results with available seiasicity data to assure
Third, where possible, an integration of the historical record
consistency.
of seismicity with expert opinion--rather than total reliance on the
latter--should be considered.
In considering the work reported in NUMG/CR-3756 attention has been
specifically directed to the following criteria:
SDoes the modal reflect current knowledge and practice?
Save parameter values been carefully chosen? Are they consistent with
Empirical data? Does the approach introduce ystematic errors?
* Are uncertainties explicit and appropriately treated?
SAre results robust to uncertainties and assumptions?
a 1I the analysis 'transparent, documented, and replicable?
SDo the results conform to those of other studies?
3.*ETHODOLOGY
This section addresses iaues of study methodology,
were collected and the modal constructed.
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that is,

how data

3.1

Ixperts v. Statistics

The methodological decision to uns expert opinion rather than direot
statistical data appears justified. In the present cam, empirical data are
linited, experts do exist, a theoretical foundation is available, and many
interrelated parameters need to be estinated. Also, policy-oriented studies
of geological phenomena based on expert opinion have precedence (e.g.,
*Geological estimates of undiscovered recoverable oil and gas resources in the
U.S.,* USGS Circular 725, 1975).
The
•iportant advantages of using expert
opinion in cases like the preent on is that data limitations can be bridged
over, theoretical considerations can be integrated with data that do exist,
and solicitation of expert opinion can be more cost effective than further
data collection in the field.
Zach of those is an important advantage.
The drawbacks of using expert opinion are that, (1) results may be
incompatible with the limited empirical data, (2) when new data become
available the entire study may have to be repeated rather then simply updated,
and (3) the validity of results may be hard to assess.
Opinions on the degree to which one should rely on empirical data, even
though sparca, differ. In my view there is a legitimate place for studies
based expert opinion.
However, to the extent that historical data exist, the
results of a study using expert opinion must be oompatible with those data--or
a clear understanding of why they are not mast be developed.
In the present
case, there appears no reason to doubt the validity of the rulfts
obtained
using expert opinion, but historical eismicity data do exiet and omparisons
should be made to ascertain the degree to which expert 'o'.ion and those data
are consistant.
As a basis of comparison, the purely data-based cas should be analysed
by conventional eans.
That is, siaple deterministic sonm boundaries could be
chosen and the hist
ical
isamicity within those sones used to statietically
estimate recurrence relations. Using the ground motion models of the main
study, amiic hazard curves could be generated with which to coparn the
results using experts. Rather than daterminiatically chosen boundarts, one
of the nem r techniques baed on filtering, eto. night be nsed instead.
The
point is, the laplications of the experts' opinions need to be demonstrably
compatible with measurements that have been mada.
For example, on obvious question is, if statitical
techniques were ued
to analyse the existing though limited data, and from thos enalyses sampling
varianoes on pertinent parasmters were obtained and propagated through the
hazard model, what would the resulting unmertanty bounds on haIrd curves
look like? Would the 15% and 85% bounds be narrower, the
rams, or wider than
those obtained by expert opinion? Zt night also be worthwhile to compere the
wholly ubjective reaults of the present study with an analysis in which
zonation was chosen by experts, but recurrence relations within ones were
astimated stateitically from data. This cae would share featres with the
earlier SUP study.
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3.2

Questionaire Design

The questionlire appears to be well thought out and carefully designed.
Detailed discussion of the modeling effort and how specific estimates were to
be used in analysis is a particular strength of the questionaire and satisfies
many common objections to a questionaire approach. On the other hand, no
matter how carefully a questionaire is designed the suspicion always lingers
I - not
that subtleties of wording or ordering affect the results obtained.
to
fruitful
be
might
it
future
the
in
but
sure how this can be circumvented,
and
surveys,
preference
apply lessons learned in political polling, consumer
Nonetheless, the present
other studies to the design of such questionaires.
of expert opinion and
solicitation
the
study conforms to current practice in
cannot be faulted in this regard.
3.3

Selsic

Hazard Nodel

The hazard model used onforms to present practice and makes sense for
the seismological problem and uncertainty analysis.
3.4

Propogation of Uncertainty in Modal

In the analysis of uncertainties, hazard curves tor the individual
experts are combined to give 15, 50, and 85th perocntiles of probability at
It is quite unclear to me, however, whet it obtained by
each level of PGA.
using 'best estiatas' of each paraeter in a deterministic calculation to
What this shove primarily is how far
obtain a 'best estimate' hazard curve.
off a deterministic calculation can be from either the man or madian of the
hazard curves derived by including unaertalties, As an aside, becease of the
logNormality of uncertainty in the hazard curv, the man lmard at amy POA
can be mach higher than the mdian e.g.., by-an order of magnitude,
3.4.1

Treatment of Nap Unoertainty

The treatment of uncertainty in sxnation maps is among the more
challenging probleas of seatiic hazard salysai using multiple experts'
This wa an Issue upon which the earlier SIP study drew critiactm.
opintons.
The treatment of zonation uncertainty in the present study epseare to satisfy
those earlier criticisms. Nore speoifically, the present study allows each
expert to individially specify sons boandaries, assign credibIities to the
boundarie, and estimate differing complementary sone semeicittes.
As minor points, a more direct simlation procedure might poosibly have
been developed for incorporating conatio uncertainty in the end resultp.
That it, rather than limting the analysis to a set of thirty maps per experts
Yet, the
a procedure for directly tsimlating maps might have been developed.
ar
results
final
the
numerioel implications of limitilg to 30 maps on
probably mail.
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A nuber of things my change in the Uncertainty analysis when sona
boundaries are hanged by the experts.
The effects of ih"
eCrstg!a on end
results my be sabtle and may or may not be lportant. For example,
experts
oem to provide aer detailed microsonation in regions they are
familiar with than in regions they are unfamilar Krthb obviouily.
When a
region in divided into a larget
-rubar of zones more param tart mwat b
estimated, and the unoertainties in all these paras•ters ar po-pogMsad
through the hazard a6del to find uncertainties in output 4sulits.
However,
since the parmtea
r Uanortainties ar taken as indepadent fi an
ae sone to
another, and sine thee are certain normalising constra·ft
o the et of
parmter values (e.g., total msimicity shoild remain onorstt), Inanresing
the number of independent uncertainties reducee-the weartainty in the
final hazard curves by n averaging effect.
Is thij
Important or not?
Does this give an undue wight to the larger uncertaintie imaplicit in the
estimates of experts who select larger Individual smns? Also, when sone
boundaries are changed, trh se~taielty distributed to ~poplemntary zones-and
the extent of thoe zones change.
Does tiE
suightfiolntly c4I4-r nreslting
hasrd curves?
3.4.2

Statistical Precigio

and tspeatabillty

Simlation stutdie involve random sampling from spcifia4 input
distributions of probability. An analysis of statistical imprecision in the
simulation results would therefore ee
in order, or perhaps a stateent in
the report indicating bounds on the simulation error for hazard curves.
One
auspects such errors to be mall, but calculated aesurance would be

comforting.

In a siilalr vein, the numbers of experts used for the
lgeiicity and
ground notion panels are mall,
tt least rog a statistical view.
Ortain
experts originally asked to serve on the panel declined either befor or gem
tie
dbring the studý F irst,
rm
aisses introduced by this slf *
tIeoUtI,
and uscond, does ie limited number of exporte-affect -~
"tebtlity" of the
results (i.e., were other xparts available would the results usng then be
soiilar to thoe obtained here, or does the•
peettr aong
a
xparts imply that
the new results oould differ sigqifioantly).
This is ooncidred- frther in
See. 5.3.
4.

4.1

BRBCUTION

Agregatioa

of Ixport'

Basttites

The aggregetion of expert4 reeponses, at least froe a probabilistic
view, treats the verious estiates
as compting or alternative 'trathes.
That
is, the weighted average forulation cen be Interpreted as a probabillltio
averaging in which each aetite
to lmuitplied by its correpnding
probability of being orret
and an expectation calculated.
This It not to
say that the tnterpretation given to the weighted average in Uhe study is as
an expectation, but fre
a formal view it aold be so interps ted. This would
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taken from the self-weights, a probability of being correct
experts, which may in fact be implicitly what the
other
the
to
relative
Although, it seems unlikely that
self-weight to mean.
the
interpreted
expert.
expert opinion, and
aggregating
of
ways
other
ar6
There
so.
any would admit
perhaps as good as
is
average
weighted
(self-)
The
spions.
ct.
each has its
defend.
and
implament
to
easier
and
others,
any of -the
Sake the weight,

-

A probleU with any weighting scheme for aggregating opinions is the
Since scientific
possibility of correlation among experts' responses.
theory), in part on
(i.e.,
principles
opinions are based in part on first
to a szheol of thought
leyalty
on
part
in
and
edpiricip (i.e., observations),
based on
opinions
similar
hold
may
experts
dogaatis), different
(1i,e.
based on a
being
by
opinions,
similar
Such
similar intellectual backgrounds.
be
therefore
may
It
information.
car-tredmndant
similar set of experiences,
be
not
should
opinione
correlated
very
with
exper.:s
the case that, say, three
one
sa
con'lusitn
aggregate
an
given three times the weight in influencing
other expert with a independent or at loast differently conditioned point of
Placing; many experts of one school of thought on a eanal may 'stack the
view.
All this
d•ck -toward a similar way of thinking about the probles at issue.
of
achools
which
to
extent
the
assess
forewaried, it remains 4ifficult to
more
even
and
opinions,
thought influemce the independence of experts•
difficult to quantify such dependence and incorporate it in a weighting
I don't think thr present study can be harshly faulted for failing to
"mhal.
consider correlatione, and surely any study which incorporates expert opinion
only qualitatively woul4-be subject to the same criticise.
As a matter of good practice, it would probably be advisable to have at
least one sensitivity analysis performed in which experts were assigned
uniform weights.
I don't suspect the final results would differ sharply froe
those already obtained, because the present wmights are not widely variable.
But the comparison would provide a check on the influence of the weighting
The equal weight case would also mitigate the problem of diffeant
procedure.
expart atIntrpreting and assigning weights differently, as well as differences
of ego, modesty, etc.
4.3

Correlations

~onq= Unoertainties

An important consideration in propagating uncertainties through a model
is the extent of correlation among pareasters. The present analysis, unlike
uch of current practice, does to Some extent recognise this problem and
For exaple,
attempt to deal with it through sensitivity oalaouttions.

uncertaintiee in the recurrence relation parameters a and b are often taken as
unsesociated with one another, when in fact they are a form of regression
The results of the sensitivity
parameters and statistically correlated.
curves, and modest effect on
hasard
median
on
analysis show little affect
for positive as well as
m*de
were
analyses
ranges. While the senasitivity
latter is likely the case
the
fact
in
b,
and
a
between
negative correlation
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and so the assumption of independence made for the min calculations is

conservative.

In the broader cam, the influence of correlation an output result can
be conservative or unconservative.
Additional bounding studies could be
useful in site-spoeific haasrd studies.
Specifically, several potential
correlations cam quickly to mind as and possibly important.
Among those

are:

*
*
*
*
*

a and b for adjacent zones
a and b for sone vs. ca
adjacent xone probabilities
zonation boundaries
mong '*xperts (M* below)

It is worthwhile noting that most of them correlations are probably negative.
Larger a is associated with maller b, higher eismicity in one sona
associated with maller oamicity in an adjacent zone, and so on.
This
negative correlation reduces uncertainty.
A consideration which complicates the analysis of correlation is that the
estimates ar baed on subjective (expert) opinion.
While in a statistical
analysis the
and b peraeaters, for example, would be negatively correlated,
whether the ame holds true for subjectiv uncertainties is not obvious.
For
eamrple, an expert might estimate a and b parataers using different thought
processes, the first estitate based on total seisioity
and the second on
distribution, rather than as curve fitting to magnitude-rycurrence data.
Requiring justifiaotion of estimttee from exports might shed light on much
quetions, but in general people ae not adopt at asseeaing the correlations
aaong uncertainties.
4.3

eansitlvity Analysis

The enterprie of performing a sensitivity analysis on the results of the
prOeent study ti a asjor and difficult problem. First, there is a large

number of parasters to be considered.
probabilistic.
quantitles (e.g.,
important.

Second, paraaeter tstiites are

Thitd, the esatiates cannot all be represanted as aaler
zonations).

Finally,

the correlations noted above are

The approeah used in the study, while not
onventional, seam
useful and well emcuted.
The mot infomartive ease, perhape are those in
which an individual son oontributes the bulk of the hasard at a particular
site.
In such cass the effect of changes in individual parmeters it mor
proaounor
d and easier to study. Perhape due to spae lilitations the results
of seh sensitivity studies ar not reported in systatti detail in the draft
dooment, and therefore the adequacy of the sensitivity analysis i difficult
to judge.
on the other hand, discussions with the prinoipals and at the
review mting
indicate a more systentio study of sensitivity than reported.
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Perhaps the results of this sensitivity analysis should be presented in an
appendix volume.
Because the Poisson/Exponential model of mimic hasard is widely used,
sensitivity results obtained in other studies and by other workers should have
A review of what is comonly known of the
bearing on the present study.
sensitivity of the model should be ummarised, as this would provide possibly
more extenive information than can be generated by new sensitivities studies
using the LLWL code.
4.4

Validity

It
Validity in the sense used here mans calibration to the real world.
This
mans that results are not only correct relatively but also absolutely.
issue is discussed from a different perspective in Sec. 5.1.
4.4.1

Comparison to Historical Saimicity

As noted in Sec. 3.1 above, a check of results against the empirical
record is in order. This applies also to intermediate results. For example,
are estimated stisicity paramaters (a,b, and mn) consistent with historical
iamicity within
seimicity for the xone as defined by the expert? Is total
a mltisone region conserved for each expert and among experts?
4.4.2

Rasoning Behind Estimates

Both the seimicity experts and groundmotion experts are asked for a
variety of parameter estimates, but no attempt to catalog the reasoring behind
Although increasing the effort required of the
the estimates is aads.
experts, a sinple explanation or justification in each ase would be useful
For example, differences in sonation
for understanding subsequent results.
If so, the parameter
may reflect different tectonic ooncepts about a region.
estimates for that sone or set of onmes are interdependent. Taken together
they reflect a way of organizing the historical record and geological theory
The sonation,
which my fundamentally differ from another set of eatimates.
a- and b-paramters, upper oangitude cut-off and so on are an interdependent
whole, differing entirely from other estimates.
A modest level of justifiation vould also allow interpretations about
This would be particularly useful
why experts differ in their assessmnts.
for underatanding how zonations wre outlined and upper magnitude cutoffs
In later, site-speoitio analyses an understanding of how and why
assessed.
the experts generated oonfigurations and valuas could be iaortant to
It may be that underlying points of
haserd.
evaluating sitespeaoifi
divergence among experts wore explore d ndicussed in detail through
But if so, the discussions med to be more adquately
feedback metlnqg.
docwmeted.
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The question of statistical inferring a- and b-parameters from historical
data for a predefined zone vs. intuitive assessment has been raised above.
For those experts choosing to estimate a and b without reliance on LLNLs data
analysis, one wonders how numerical values were determined.
Regression lines
may be fit many ways, often with systematically differing results. Also,
various corrections may be applied to the data base differently by different
experts (e.g., for incompleteness, aftershocks, etc.). By allowing experts
individualy to estimate parameters irrespective of the statistical record one
gains richness and flexibility in interpreting data.
On the other hand,
control is lost. Different experts may be use different data sets to draw
conclusions.

5. RESULTS
5.1

NUmerical Values

The numerical results of the study appear reasonable, but must be viewed
simply as a consensus of expert opinion as of the date of the study.
Geological theory conditions all the conclusions, whether subjective estimates
or statistical inferences.
Views of the world change with new data or new
theories, and with those changes come changes In predictions.
This is not a
limitation of the present study, nor does It man that the present results are
unuseful.
It is a matter of what the numerical values mean.
It is a matter of
how to interpret them.
Being a concensus of current expert opinion the model
results are a reasonable basis for policy decisions as long as the model is
verified in the sense of Section 3.1, above.
5.2

Biases

An issue which is always of concern when attempting to quantify experts'
opinions and uncertainties is whether so-called cognitive biases slip into
numerical results.
That Is, whether the fairly well known problems of over
confidence in assessed probability distributions, inadequate updating in light
of data, anchoring on Jnitial estimates and so on significantly affect
nmerical responses.
As a simple example, the present questionaire asks a
respondent first
for a beat estimate of a parameter, and only afterwards asks
for a possible range of values reflecting his uncertainty about the estimate.
At least som work in behavioral decision theory suggests that asking in this
order leads to greater expressions of certainty in the estimate than doms the
reverse order of questioning, in which the range is asked for first. Asking
for a best point estimate first is said to *anchor* the respondent
psychologically to that first
response and lead to tight estimates of intervals
about the point estimate, This is a simple and often discussed example.
Night
it be that similar btt move subtle behavioral biases are entering the data base
by virtue of peculiarities of the questionaire design?
I wonder particularly
about the effect of question sequence on sons boundaries.
One can perhaps not
answr this questirn with confidence, but it is of interest to note that many
of the biases ev this type reported in the literature tend to reduce expressed
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uncertainty, and therefore would lead to tighter uncertainty bounds on
resulting seismic hazard curves than might otherwise have been obtained.
5.3

Replicability

Replicability addresses the issue of whether numerical results o.uld be
reproduced were another and independent study using the same methodology to be
In the present case the number of experts in EUS seismicity is
conducted.
limited--essentially to the individuals used in this study and a few
Replicability
others--therefore one cannot evaluate replicability directly.
of the study
results
internal
the
from
can only be inferred by extrapolation
itself.
For example, drawing attention to Table 2.5 of of the ground motion
feedback meeting report, 'cumulative levels of confidence' which reflect a
high rating from one or two experts would probably be less replicable than
numerically similar levels reflecting modest contributes from several experts.
For A6 this comes
The weights given models A6 and D21 are each about 1.0.
entirely from one expert; for D21 it comes from the sum of four experts.
Thus, the standard

Model
A6
D21

1

2

0.00
0.45

0.00
0.05

3
0.00
0.30

Expert
4
5
0.00
0.30

1.00
0.00

SD
0.45
0.26

Std Error
0.20
0.12

error for A6, presuming repeated sampling were possible, is 1.20.
The latter is presumably more replicable
standard error is 0.12.
should be more confident of it.
6.

For D21 the
and thus one

CONCLUSIONS

The study appears to be a well conceived and competently executed
analysis of seismic hazard in the Eastern U.S. While no such study based on
theory, models, and expert opinion should be viewed as an accurate description
of "reality," the results appear to represent the current consensus of
informed opinion on seismic hazard in EUS. Certain methodological aspects of
the study would appear to introduce conservatism, yet others appear to
introduce unconservatism. The balance between these is not simple to
determine.
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The zeport in its entirety is good, but improvements in three sain areas
Thaee are, (1) better
of would add considerably to the final document.
of interim and final
comparison
(2)
justification of expertas' estimates,
of historical
integration
(3)
and
data,
results with available statistical
data with expert opinion.
Sincerely yours,

Beaacher
Ggow
a40:te Professor of Civil Engineering,
Head, Conatructed Facilities Division

GBB/al
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Weston Observatory, Dept. of Geology & Geophysics
Boston College, Weston, Massachusetts 02193
Telephone (617) 899.0950

August 27, 1984

Dr. Jean Savy
Nuclear Systems Safety Program, L-95
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory
7000 East Street
Livermore, CA 94550
Dear Jean:
I have finished writing up
out to ycu as soon as possi~le.
this review, please let me know
as clear as possible, hence the

my review of your SHC study and I am getting it
If you feel there need to be any revisions in
and I'll make the changes. I have tried to be
rather wordy nature of the revi~ew.
Sincerely,

&JohnE Ebel
Assistant Director, Weston Observatory
Assistant Professor of Geophysics,
Boston College
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Review of the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL) Study SHC
by John E. Ebel
1. General Comments
I feel that the SHC study is an important contribution to the
assessment of earthquake hazard in the Eastern United States.

It has

several positive aspects associated with it. These are:
1. It is an attempt to systematically zone the entire Eastern
United States using experts familiar with different parts of the region.
The make-up of the seismicity and ground motion panels is,
very good one for performing this project.

I believe, a

The members represent a very

qualified cross-section of the seismological community.
2. The study attempts to systematically account for the
uncertainties inherent in the hazard calculations.

The approach of

using expert panels helps define the limits of the uncertainty in
scientific understanding of the seismicity and ground motion
attenuation.

This uncertainity, which Is clearly separated in the study

from the uncertainties in the specific seismicity and ground motion
parameters reported by each expert, is not minimized in order to get a
11concensus answer"l on the hazard at any particular site.

Thus the range

of hazard values reported at each site probably fairly represents the
range expected from the present diverse opinion of informed scientific
experts.
3. The ground motion panel was asked to evaluate a very wide range
of attenuation models for use In the analysis.

Since the direct

Information on ground motion attenuation In the Eastern United States is

sparese, this approach allowed the ground motion panel great freedom to
exercise their expert judgement.
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It also et.phasised the limitations in

the understanding of this important parameter in the hazard
calculations.
There are also several limitations of the study.

Some of these

limitations are unavoidable given the present paucity of eastern U.S.
data and some were probably consciously assumed when the method of
analysis was chosen.

I list them here for completeness and to emphasize

what the study could not or chose not to do:
1. Spatially, the zones chosen by the seismicity exports are
rather large.

There are probably many smaller areas within most zones

which have locally higher seismicity and may be more prone to large
earthquakes.

The choice of relatively large zones and only a single set

of seismicity parameters for each zone tends to smear out pockets of
high seismicity over broader areas.

The zonation can be thought of asa

spatial fittering process, and the above mentioned smearing out of the
seismicity is a form of spatial aliasing.
consequences.

This has several

First it means that the hazard in the high-hazard areas

is p-obably somewhat underestimated.

Second, it means that the hazard

in some low-hazard areas can be somewhat overestimated.

Third,

hazard

calculations at a location near the edges of zone boundaries (steps in
the filter) are very sensitive to the locations of those boundaries.
Unfortunately while microzonation can help solve the aliasing problem.
the uncertainties in the zonation must increase given the present
diversity of opinion on how to zone the Eastern U.S.

The third

consequence above could be mitigated by tapering the seismicity
parameters in some way near a zone boundary.

In general, however, this

zonation problem cannot be completely eliminated.
is some alasing in most of the maps.
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In my opinion, there

I don't think that there is a

good method available to define the possible amount of aliasing present
(other than by-trying to microzone with its associated uncertainties),
and I would guess that the aliasing is not so large as to obviate the
results presented.
2. The limited Eastern U.S. acceleration and strong motion
spectral information means that there must be a fair amount of
uncertainity in any ground motion model chosen.

The effort to

extrapolate data from the Western U.S. to the East must necessarily
involve assumptions (implicit or explicit) about crustal Q, modes of
wave propagation, and source spectral properties.

Unfortunately, until

more data is collected, this limitation cannot be solved.
3. The Amount of consideration given the question of soil versus
rock response in the ground motion panel feedback process points out how
difficult this question can be.

The differences in possible site

responses could significantly affect the hazard calculated for a site
even if all of tne other seismicity and ground motion parameters were
well-resolved.

The L~LL feedback process has been good at addressing

this question In a broad way.

It is obvious that detailed studies of

specific sites are well beyond the scope of the L~LL study.
4. The decision n~ot to document the reasoning of the seismicity
and ground motion experts affects the future appropriateness and
reproducibility of the results.

Without the reasoning behind the

expert's selections of parameters, it is difficult to judge when the
future their or other experts' opinions will have changed sufficiently
that the results of this study will not be considered correct and an
updated study should be done.

For instance, how much would the expert

opinions change (and hence the results of a new analysis) if a magnitude
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6 earthquake were to occur somewhere in the Eastern U.S. next year?

The

reproducibility question involves the reasoning of the experts5 in two
ways.

The first is that it is not clear if differences between the

seismicity or ground motion parameters chosen by different experts are
due to varying assumptions about how to choose those parameters or to
different estimates of the parameters given the same assumptions.
Without this reasoning, a comparison with a future study or the SEP does
not reveal whether or not one study or the other might be more-accurate
or what differences in Lhe studies might mean.

The second problem is

that If a future study involves different experts from the SHC or SEP or
both. then it will not be easy to document whether or not differences
among the studies are due to difference. in understanding the seismicity
of the region or merely due to the non-uniform panel representations.
However, this lack of documentation certainly does not obviate any of
the results presented in the study.

There are some good reasons for not

requiring documentation of the expert reasoning, Including: providing
for the experts an uninhibiting atmosphere in whict- to get the widest
range of possible models; focussing attention on the hazard results
rather than on the individual expert's input; and avoiding turning the
expert analyses into reflections of the past and current literature (the
Ideas from which are often one or more years old and not always
current).
5. The effect source depth is not directly accounted for in the
study.

Considering the lack of knowledge of source depths for most

Eastern U.S. earthquake zones, this omission was inevitable.

The

assumption that the earthquakes are quite shallow as used in the study
lot In my mInd, the most appropriate one that can be made.

The question of the overall accuracy of the results is obviously an
important one.

From the arguments about spatial aliasing given above, I

would feel that the relative levels of the hazard curves at the
different sites have a somewhat smaller spread than they should.

I also

feel that the hazard levels are reasonably accurate within the wide
spread between the 15th and 85th percentile values.

In my mind, this

spread in values accounts for the true range in the uncertainity of
Eastern U.S. seismicity and ground motion parameters.
II Specific Comnents - Methodology
1. In the SHC preliminary report (NUREG/CR-3756, hereafter
referred to as the NUREG), the description of the sensitivity analysis
(pp56-74) implies to me that all of the errors were assume4 to be
independent.

Not all of these values are independent.

The possible

dependence of the a- and b-value errors was discussed as part of the
seismicity feed-back process.
alternate zonations.

There is also a problem with specifying

It is not clear from the way the alternate zones

were chosen that the a value (or b value) in a surrounding zone could be
considered to be different depending on whether or not an alternate zone
exists.

For example, given a large zone A and an alternate zone B which

would lie completely in A, the existence or lack thereof of B could have
a significant affect upon the a value assigned to zone A. This question
was not asked of the experts, which it probably should have been.
The experts' answers to this question could affect the sensitivity
analysis done for sites around zone A. A third place where the errors
may not be independent is in the consideration of the upper magnitude
cutoff error and the ground motion model.

Some models are different for

different magnitudes, and are thus not totally independent.
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It is not

clear that this was correctly accounted for in the study, although it
may have been.
2. It is not obvious what self-checks the seismicity panel experts
had when they picked their parameters and maps.

The feedback meeting

presumeably provided some self-checking, but it is not clear how much.
I can suggest two possible self-checks.

one would be to calculate the

* -total number of events greater than some magnitude (say 3.75) in a
specified time period (i.e. 3 years, 5 years or some similar time) for
the entire Eastern U.S. given an expert's seismicity parameters and then
to compare this number to some recent period of good instrumental
monitoring.

The expert could then be asked to confirm whether he is

happy with his seismicity rate for the Eastern U.S. as a whole.

A

second possibility would be to use each expert's seismicity parameters
to calculate the number of large earthquakes (with I(MM)IX, for
example) since 1800 and to compare this number to that from the LLNL
catalog.

Again, the expert could be asked to verify his measurement.

Some check is recessary to ensurs that an expert did not inadvertantly
specify level of seismic activity for the Eastern U.S. which is much
higher or lower than he intended.
3ý. The application of the experts' self weightings directly In the
analysis may be biasing the results.

This is especially true of the

seismicity experts. Those experts who gave themselves the highest
weights in one part of the region tended to zone that region most
finely, while they zoned the other regions more broadly.

Since only

about a quarter of the experts gave themselves the highest rating in a
given region but the range of the weights of all expert. for a given
region is generally between 5 and 10 (io the NUREG), then the analysis
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for that region tends to reflect most heavily the input from the experts
who weighted themselves most highly in some-other region.

For example,

the tables in Appendix A in the NIJREG indicate that Experts #5, #6, V7,
and #10 each gave his highest self weight in Zone A1.
for these four experts is 33.0.

The total weight

The total weight for the other 7

experts (who greatest expertise lay in some other zone) is 42.5.

The

seismicity parameters chosen over all the seismicity experts for Zones
#1 are weighted more heavily toward the parameters given by the persons
who are not most expert in Zone #I. Thus, while the relative weighting
of an expert for each zone may be reasonable, the application of those
weights relative to the other experts can affect the computed hazard.
Since there is no absolute way to assign the weights, a careful analysis
of the sensitivity of the weights should be considered.
4. 1 wae somewhat confused about whether the values of
acceleration in some of the ground motion models is a peak horizontal
ground acceleration or the mean of the peak accelerations from both
horizontal components.

The Eastern U.S. data in the t4UREG (pp C-55 to

C-65) indicates that accelerations computed by each of these two methods
can be as imuch as 50% different.

The kind of acceleration being

considered in the hazard calculations must be clearly stated.
III

Specific Coments
1. P.14

-

-

The NUREG Text

I don't understand the discussion of the example of the

random error in the ground motion attenuation model.

This

should be clarified in the final report.
2. PP71-73

-

I cannot figure out from the text what parameters

were being tested in Figures 4.4 to 4.6.

This discussion is

Important and must be made as clear as possible in the final
report.
D.2-9

3. PC-67 - The Nuttli Curve is for the mean of the peak
acceleration values from the two horizontal components while
the plotted values are the peak horizontal acceleration from a
single point.

The data must be made consistent with the curve.

The other figures must also be checked.
4. P-A-111 - There are only three self-weights listed for Expert
#5.
IV

Future Work
As part of this review I was asked to comment on short-term and

long-term work that he considered as part of this project.

The notes in

Sections II and III above reflect my feelings about short-term problem
which could be.addressed.

My comments on the limitations of the

analysis in Section I-outline what I feel are long-term probleme to be
addressed.

Of those, I feel that the problem of the spatial aliasing of

the zones is the one which can be attacked without a lot of new data.
This problem must be carefully considered if the results of this study
are tu be applied to calculate the seismic hazard at any arbitrary site
in the Eastern U.S.
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A UNIT OF THE UNIVERSITY SYSTEM OF GEORGIA
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ATLANTA, GEORGIA 30332
404/894-3893

12 September 1984

Dr. Jean Savy
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory
Nuclear Systems Safety Program
P. 0. Box 808, L-95
Livermore, CA 94550
Dear Jean:
Enclosed are two copies of my review, one single spaced and one
double spaced.
The report is on a word processor and can be put in any
format you need. I have also enclosed my final invoice for this task.
I recognize that some of the concepts are complex and their
adaptation to the expert opinion technique sometimes appears to conflict
with traditional scientific thinking.
Please call or write if you have
any questions about the review or if you feel I may have misinterpreted
some aspect of the study. If appropriate I can send a revised review.
At the Boston meeting I sensed some uncertainty in the arguement I
presented for the potential influence of the log-normal distribution of
anplitudes.
Hence, to test the effect of the chosen distribution on
probabilities of an acceleration being exceeded, I ran a simple BASIC
program test for a point source on my home computer.
The results are
shown on the attached figure.

-

Curves for a 50 km-distant point source computed using amplitude
and log-normal distribution and standard deviations of 0.3 and 0.6
(equivalent to x2 and x4 ) are shown.
In the 20 to 200 cm/sec**2 range
the slope agrees with the expected slope for the probability of a given
acceleration without scatter in the data (heavy line) and also agrees
with most best estivates for the hazard curves in the SHC project
report.
However, of most interest is the relative behavior of the
curves above the 180 cm/se!**2 level which corresponds to a magnitude
cut off at 7.0.
The log-normal distribution (standard deviation - 0.6)
is parallel to the SHC project curves and significantly enhances the
probability of occurrences in the 200 to 1000 cm/sec**2 range relative
to other choices of the distributioni of uncertainty.
I hope these
curves clarify my arguement.
I have enjoyed working with you and your assoctates on this project
and have found it most stimulating. I hope we can work together again.
Sincerely,

Leland Timothy Long
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SEISMIC HAZARD CHARACTERIZATION OF THE EASTERN UNITED STATES

REVIEW OF PROJECT: by Leland Timothy Long
Introduction
Uneven microseismicity and rare occurrences of major damaging

earthquakes In the eastern United States have made attempts to under
stand the seismicity difficult. The patterns of instrumentally recorded
earthquakes have revealed the existence of zones of persistent activity,
but not all of these zones may be capable of generating a large event,
and the seismic activity of others may be transient on a longer time
scale. The current understanding of the diversity of eastern United
States seismicity Is beat Illustrated by the characteristics of two
large events: the New Madrid and Miramichi earthquakes. The New Madrid
source zone earthquakes define two or more faults cutting through the
crust, and other evidence reveals paleoseismicity and crustal
structures, a Precambrian rift, associated with the source zone. The
Miramichi magnitude 5.7 event, In contrast, was constrained to the upper
7 km of the crust, exhibited little evidence of its occurrence and was
not related to any geologic feature except the joints near the surface
of the homogeneous granite In which it occurred. The New Madrid events
conform to the more traditional (i.e., western United States) concepts

of seismicity, whereas the Miramichi event resembles a pure surficial
manafestation similar to a large reservoir-induced event. Other active
or potentially active seismic source zones lack the data to characterize
their seismic potential, and the que~tions of where, how often and with
what mechanism large events might occur can nit be answered now.
The Charleston earthquake epitomizes the enigma of the occurrence
of large events. Theories which explain the seismicity in terms of the

response of elastic and Inelastic material to driving stresses or In
terms of relations to regional and local structures are only In an
embryonic stage of development. In the Charleston example, no structure
or mechanism has been found to support an uniqueness for the location of
this event. Hence, reevaluation is In order for seismic hazard analyses
which constrain large earthquakes In the southeastern United States to
the Charleston area.
In contrast, some aspects of risk determination such as the problem
of determining seismic wave attenuation with distance will be within
state-of-the-art modeling capabilities, once crustal structure and
propagation characteristics are defined. Hence, the determination of
seismic risk Is a mixture of well defined and understood procedures with
poorly understood theories of earthquake occurrence.
Until the seismicity of the eastern United States can be
quantified, some methodology Is necessary to characterize seismic
hazard. The solicitation and assimilation of expert opinions into a
statistically qualified probabilistic definition of seismicity and
attenuation rates as presented In the Seismic Hazard Characterization
(SUC) Project has many advantages as one of a set of interim substitutes
1
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for the eventual deterministic definition of the potential for damage
from earthquakes. In particular, the opinions will represent a cross
section of professional knowledge and the more persuasive theories, a de
facto consensus, at the time of the survey. The opinions can be updated
until the physics of earthquake occurrence is understood well enough to
be incorporated directly in a deterministic hazard analypis. The SHC
project meets this objective.
Imp~act of Study
The impact of the SHC project on the scientific co-innity has been
significant. Seismic hazard analysis has traditionally suffered from a
dichotomy of disciplines with the engineering and seismology communities
predominantly using statistical and deterministic approaches
The prior studies revealed large uncertainties
respectively.
attributed to a poor understanding of the cause of earthquakes and
questions persist on the validity of the results. This project's
approach leans toward the more traditional engineering techniques but
factors In the seismologist's experience through expert opinion. This
study Is one of a set of studies, each incorporationg different
techniques and scientific personnel. In effect the SHC project should
be viewed in the context of one result in a set of results from
different studies for proper evaluation of the seismic hazard problem.
Some studies, in particular the EPRI program, were in part spurred on by
the suspense and fears of what the experts and statistical methods of
this study would reveal. Also, individual site studies have been
reworked by industry to evaluate the multiple hypotheses relating to
the Charleston earthquake and to anticipate the results of the SHC
project. The acceptance of the methodology and results and hence the
long term impact will only be known in time. Because the results of the
SHC project are presented in a probabilistic format, which is not easily
accommodated by current regulatory practices, their eventual use will
require a significant change in policy. However, if successful, the
method could overcome the perplexity of the rare but very large event
which has made the maximum design earthquake a difficult concept to
apply.
The uniqueness of this study is In the complete reliance on expert
opinion to characterize seismic hazard and differences of opinion to
characterize uncertainty. The de facto consensus is achieved through a
probabilistic combination of experit -opinions,whereas in most other
studies, such as the EPRI study, the seismic hazard Is computed from a
predefined hypothesis or probabilistic combination of hypotheses and
their estimated uncertainties. Hence, disagreements with the results of
the computation in the study under review will essentially be
disagreements with the experts and the experts'- understanding of the
seismicity at the time of the study. One advantage of expert opinion
over deterministic techniques is that the details of the logic need not
be documented, and the intuition that precedes discovery and proof In
scientific investigation can be factored into the analysis through the
cognitive processes of the experts.

2
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Credability of Study
The credibility of the results of, the S1W project must be measured
Independently for the methodology and for the quality of the expert
opinion. The methodology Is measured through the studies' adherence to,
and accurate representation of, the expert opinions. The quality of the
expert opinions is measured through the demonstration of improved
results as implied by the consistency with observed data.
Methodology: The study was responsive to the diversity of expert
opinion, including some unexpected and non-standard Ideas. Perhaps,
more than the necessary opportunities were provided to the experts to
define the characteristics of the seismicity and vary the shape and
confidence in seismic zones. For example, thie experts were required to
zone the entire eastern United States, and this probably inhibited the
resolution of seismic zones. This work load was in effect a smoothing
filter which my have removed the detail needed for a local site
analysis. Also, the options for the ground motion models were
sufficiently complete and well presented to the experts. In all cases
the option to use an expert's own formulism was open. One might
question the ability of this technique to converge to a correct answer,
and methods to show such convergence may not be feasible, but one can
not question the representation of the consensus of expert opinions.
When the seismicity is generally understood, then expert opinion should
become stationary and accurate. The SHC project methodology was correct
in the details of how elements are combined to define the expert opinion
of seismic hazard. In exercising the program, some details may be more
complete and more complex than the experts could handle.
Quality of expert opinions: Improvements in results are difficult
to demonstrate when opinions are varied and when Individual
deterministic studies give a single answer so strongly dependent on the
definitions of seismogenic zones. The zones defined by the experts were
for the most part similar enough to suggest a convergence of opinion In
some of the more obvious seismogenic areas. The weighting of experts by
area and the use of experts most familiar with their own area Is a
positive aspect of this study. Hence, In these areas the methodology
should be capable of defining hazard at lower levels of damasge potential
as expected from the apparently stationary background seismicity. In
areas of lesser seismicity most experts differed significantly, and at
least a couple of experts presented models that were radical departures
from the consensus. The degree of diversity observed was not expected
by this reviewer (also an expert on the seismicity panel).
Unfortunately, :he understanding of seismicity Is such that some of the
radical opinions could prove correct for the rare large events. The
rAre large events are Important events in seismic hazard
characterization at low risk levels, and for them, at this time expert
opinion may not be sufficiently knowledgable to define the risk.
Consistency with observed data can only be verified at I -ilevels 2
of acceleration. The probability per year of exceedance at lu'u cm/sec,
the equivalent of Intensity VII, is once per 100 years at Watts Bar.
Considering only about 6 such events In the last 100 years In the large
region surrounding Watts Bar, the experts for the SHC project have
presented a higher risk than the area has previously experienced. The
3
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source of this apparent overestimate of probable seismic exposure is
difficult to identify without extensive sensitivity studies. The higher
risk many represent the experts'- opinion that seismicity (a and b values)
is not necessarily stationary with time. Hence, consistency with
statistical estimates of a and b values may have limited usefulness as a
validity test. The experts were given the results at Watts Bar and
offered the opportunity to revise their input.
One statistical ramification apparently overlooked by the experts
was the effect of a log-normal distribution on the acceleration. Log
normal distributions are usually used for convenience when data are
plotted at a logarithmic scale; but for a given magnitude, the actual
measure is on acceleration and not its logarithm. The probabilities of
a given acceleration occurring using a log-normal distribution to
simulate scatter does not necessarily decrease as rapidly with increased
acceleration as does the probability of occurrence of a given
acceleration based on the recursion relation and comon acceleration
versus magnitude relitions without scatter. The effect is negligible
within one standard deviation but can be orders of magnitude different
at two or more standard deviations. In the range of 0.05 to 2.Og the
probability curves in the SHC project have slopes es expected which
agree with recursion relations and variations of acceleration with
magnitude. Above 0. 2 g the curve flattens out, indicating probabilities
higher than expected for the recursion relation. This effect should be
reevaluated; and, if it is as Important as this reviewer suspects, the
distribution of accelerations should be resubmitted to the experts for
possible reconsideration. Hence, the larger events at the greater
distances, possibly through the log-normal distribution of
acce''-tions, could a~rtificially enrich the lower probabilities of the
higi -celerations.
Ad was the case for the seismicity panel, the specifications
provided by the ground motion experts were variable enough to indicate
considerable uncertainty. The study recognized that local site effects
could have a considerable influence. The soil column vibration analysis
was as such a problem of comparing diverse ground motion observations as
it was a problem of actual site response. In spectral estimation the
development of single probabilistic spectra may not be appropriate, but
with so sparse a sampling of strong motion data in the eastern United
States little else can be done. A set of theoretical spectra
representing events at various distances might be better but may have
exceeded reasonable limits of the project.
The Charleston Problem
One stated objective was to assist the NRC staff In evaluating the
Impact of the unconstrained "Charleston" earthquake epicenter. Because
many experts used a small zone to define the seismicity near Charleston,
the SHC project does not fully address the impact of a floating
intensity X event versus one constrained to the vicinity of Charleston.
A full evaluation of the unconstrained Charleston earthquake would
require a carefully designed comparison of multiple hypotheses. Such a
comparison is outside the scope of the SUC project and Inconsistent with
the technique of expert opinion. However, the SUC project does
4
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incorporate the large floating event through the statistical
distribution of accellerations and influence of the few experts who
chose to describe the seismicity with a wide distribution of rare large
events.
Conclusions and recoawendations
The SHC project is an important element in developing an
understanding of the character and estimation of seismic hazard.
results of the project should be extended in three phases.

The

1) A systematic and extensive sensitivity analysis should be
performed to identify and rank those factors that have the greatest
Influence on the results. The ranking could be used to Improve the
efficiency of the computational software.
2) The results of the SHC project with the sensitivity analysis
from 1) should be submitted t'q a panel of experts (not necessarily the
same experts) to refine and add to the results of the previous panel.
In effect, the new panel would be given the task of using new data or
more in-depth analyses to correct oversights of previous panels.
3) -Selected local areas should be singled out for detailed
analysis and redefinition of seismic zones. The redefinition of seismic
zones on a local scale will give improved resolution, greater weight on
local experience, and more efficient use of the experts' time.
Considering the wide range of probabilities (typically +/- a factor
of four) the distinction among sites was not large or significant. The
only possible exceptions were a few sites (for example, River Bend and
La Crosse) with .iower than average hazard. The SHC project was useful
in identifying theme sites of lesser hazard.
By implication of the use of expert opinion for a topic of great
uncertainty, the technique can not give a stationary answer-only,
hopefully, a convergent: sequence. In order to achieve convergence, the
respon-iveness of the experts should be maximized. Feedback with more
systematic and in-depth sensitivity analysis could help update and
Improve the result~s and minimize efforts on the part of the experts. In
some aspects, the efforts requested of the experts In the SHC project
were taxing on their time and facilities, since many were performing
this work in addition to their regular full time duties. Some of the
experts questioned whether a few of the details they specified would
significantly affect the results. For example, the magnitude saturation
specifications were probably Insignificant relative to the potential
contribution of the log-normal distribution of accelerations. Again,
feedback of sensitivity studies might have helped.
In summary, the SIIC project and the use of expert opinion represent
a potentially useful and significant element of seismic hazard
evaluation. The technique is correct In Its formulation, but a critical
review and revision of the experts opinions should be performed before
the results of this study are adopetd for general use.
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REVIEW OF NUREG/CR-3756
(Draft Version of April 1984)

1.

SCOPE Or REVIEW
The objective of this report is

to provide an independent review of work

by the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL) on Seismic Hazard
Characterization of the Eastern United States, as documented in NUREG/CR-3756
and in companion reports on *guestionnaire QSO (Zonation and Seismicity) and
*guestionnaire Q60 (Ground Notion).

Focus is on the less satisfactory aspects

of the study, on their likely impact on the final results, and on remedial
work.

Much less emphasis is placed on the strengths of the study, which are

many and significant.

In particular, major improvements have been made of the

methodology previously used in the Systematic Evaluation Program (SEP) with
regard to:
s The representation and separate treatment of different sources and
types of uncertainty;
0 The weightinS and analysis of alternative hypotheses, especially about
Zonation;
` The computational procedure, which allows one to handle an
unprecedented number of alternative models of seismicity and ground
motion.
Sections 2 and 3 contain a critical analysis of the treatment by LLNL of
seismicity and qrond motion.

Less important issues are discussed in Sec. 4.

Sec. S summarizes the main points of this review with regard to: 1: the
soundness of the LLNL approach, 2. ways in which the study could be improved,
3. the adequacy of uncertainty representation, and 4. the usefulness of the
final results for relative and absolute haxard evaluation.
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The mal" tieme of the review is

that the methodology and the computa

tional scheme are generally sound and accurate,
is

of lover quality.

whereas the input information

Better control and documentation of this information is

necessary to add credibility and verificability to an otherwise very good
piece of work.

Such an evaluation is based on evidence provided in

Secs. 2

and 3 or errors, biases, and inconsistencies in the experts' Judgement.

It

also reflect the concern that experts may not have given adequate considera
tion to Important aspects of historical seismicity, such as clustering of
earthquake events and catalog incompleteness, and to the validity of certain
methods of ground motion modeling.

Improvement on current estimates of

seismic hazard cannot come from just involving more experts or from devising
methods for the analysis of an ever increasing number of alternative models.
All this is good but not sufficient.

What one needs is

the quality of expert-generated information.

a better control of

A case In point is zonation:

The procedure used by LLML to consider the exact shape of each seismogenic
province through the distribution of distance to the site is orders of
magnitude more accurate than the determination by the experts of zone
boundaries.

Thus, the accuracy of the analysis is

wasted if

one does not at

least test the consistency of the proposed zonations with historical
seismicity.

The same is

(inaccurate)

of the seismicity of each zone.

motion,

true for the analysis (accurate) and estimation
A third example is

ground

for which some experts have given high weight to models based an

mathematically wrong procedures.

2.

COKNENTS ON 99131CITY
I have separated my observations into two subsections, accoraing to

whether they refer to metkodology ow expert opinion.
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2.1
1.

Nothodolomy
My main comment, which was anticipated in Sec.

1, is

that the process of

seilmicLty estimation should be "ade more objective, consistent, and
I do not refer to the fact that different experts hold

repeatable.

different opinions, but to biases and estimation errors, examples of
which vii

be given in Sec. 2.2.

vith too little

Too msch has been asked from the experts

support from data analysis.

Specifically:

1.1 . I doubt that many experts have used a documentable procedure for the
identification of aftershocks and for the analysis of completeness.
Why vas a method not devised to do so on a consistent and objective
basis, leaving to the experts the much simpler task of modifying the
results, if

they would choose to do so?

As a less demanding

alternative, one could ask each expert to document the way in which
he has handled earthquake clustering and catalog incompleteness.

The

low values of b estimated by some experts might be due to not having
adequately considered these two problems.
1.2

Estimates and uncettainty intervals for a and b are highly variable
from expert to expert and in some cases are inconsistent vith their
estimates of Xo.

The probabilistic dependence betveen a and b was

never explicitly calculated.

Again, why not use a statistical

procedure to uniformly process the historical data within each son*
and calculate the man values, variances and covariance of a and b?
the experts would then be asked to correct these estimates as they
would see fit.

Nera is

an example of semi-analytical seiamielty

estimation: A model to which most of the expert might subscribe is
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f

ap

-

ap ÷ An

(1)
bp

bp

where P and P denote pact (historical seismicity) and future (e.g.,
next 50 years) and a and b are the parameters of an exponential
recurrence law.

Given completeness information from the experts, the

mean values, variances and correlation coefficients of ap and bp can
be found analytically.

If incompleteness is itself uncer'.ain, then

this uncertainty can be propagated through the analysis.

The experts

could then be asked to provide the mean value and variance of Aa,
which is the difference between the past and future activity rates.
If

A. is

independent of ap and bp,

then the mean value vector and

covariance matrix of ap end br are

v1a

e

+* a-i

L

'

0(02+2 )(p

aa

P a
A Pa b

i *bJ
'

b

bp

(2)

J)

In particular, the correlation coefficient between ap and bp is

C12
SP
P

1.3

1/2

+a
a

Zonation is another seismlcity parameter on vhich expert judgement it
questionable (see

Sec.

2.2 for examples).

There are several ways in

which statistical analysis can be used to help experts in this task.
One is to automatically generate hoaoogeneous selmic zones based on
historic semMIcLty.

This is a rather complicated task, which is not
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feasible at the present stage of the LLNL study.

As a simple

alternative, I suggest the following:
1.3.1

Test of homogeneity of proposed zones.

Tests of the X2 or the

range type can be devised to accept or reject the hypothesis
that a given region has spatielly homogeneous Poisson
seismicity, with a given recurrence law.

I believe that In

many instances, zones suggested by the experts would fail such
tests.

If so, then either the experts did not appreciate the

use of zonation in seismic hazard analysis, or they did not
have a good feeling for what constitutes a reasonable
realization of a homogeneous Poisson point process, or they
did have good reasons to believe that future seismicity will
not resemble past seismicity.

In the last case, one should

ask them to provide an explanation for the expected
difference.

In the light of the influence of zonation on

seismic hazard, I consider this to be an important Issue.
1.3.2

One can use statistical testing also as a guide to merging
different zones and in fact to assessing the likelihood that
two or more zones are part of the same homogeneous region.

In

many cases one would find that, on the basis of historical
seismicity, the merging of zones is much less justified than
Implied by the substitution probabilities assigned by the
expects.

Examples will be given In Sec. 2.2.

The analyses I have just described would likely reduce the spread of zonation
and parameter estimates provided by the experts.

If In addition the experts

were asked to justify any departure from the results of statistical analysis
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and testing, then the entire process of seismicity input development would

gain In objectivity, consistency, and repeatability.
2.

Recurrence Models.

When 14U - MUB (judging from Table A3,

frequent case), the LLNL model described in Sec.
a discontinuity of the exceedance rate at MU.

this Is a

3.1 of the Q5 Report has

I believe this is not vhat

the experts meant vhen they specified a truncated exponential
relationship.

More likely,

they meant truncation of the exponential rate

density, In the way prescribed by the "truncated exponential model".

If,

on the other hand, the experts meant to specify a combination of the
classical exponential law with characteristic-earthquake models,

then a

better approach would have been to separately address these two aspects of
seismicity.

Tor example,

experts might not agree that characteristic

events have exponential interarrival time,
3.

Dependence Between a and b.

as implied by the L~LL model.

From the ranges of a, b, and Ao (E[N) In

Table A3), I Infer that, for several experts, a and b must be highly

correlated.

Indeed, some experts have assumed perfect dependence between

a and b to calculate the range of ECIN).

On the other hand, very few of

them have specified such an option for hazard calculation.

Also,

sone of

the experts have assigned uncertainty factors to 10a of the order of 100
or more.

I hope that In no such case were a and b treated as independent

variables.
I do not like the correlation options between a and b that were
offered to the experts:
(a)

In spite of the fact that many experts have chosen It, the

Independence assumption io untenable.
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Mb)

The *partially negatively correlated model* is artificious and
introduces only a modest amount of negative correlation (-0.22 on
average).

(c)

This is also a frequently chosen model.

The totally correlated model is too extreme in the opposite
direction.

It assumes that there is a magnitude value whose

exceedance rate is perfectly known, which is never the camse.
The problem is that the respondents have not been chosen as experts in
statistics, and yet have been asked to quantify uncertainty and to select
probabilistic models.

A more transparent method for assessing the

correlation between a and b and one that combines expert judgement with
data analysis has been proposed earlier in this section.

4.

Because of its extensive use and btcause of

Magnitude Scale Conversion.

the relatively large sample size, a magnitude conversion rule could have
been estimated from the data, instead of taking it from the literature.
1

Three relationships between

o and mb were finally used in the LLn study.

When solved for mb, these relationships are

1.

mb - 2.04 + 0.46 10 (Expert 1)

2.

mb - 0.44 + 0.67

1

3.

mb - 1.75 + 0.50

1

(4)

o (Expert 10)
o (all other experts)

Equations I and 3 are rather similar and all three conversions are
equivalent around ?o-s.

However, when plotted against data East of

longitude 1040W, Squations I and 3 appear to overestimate E[mbt

1o 4 So. Equation 2 might possibly overestimate Z(mbjIoj for 1O
especially for the Central

M.8.

o]

for
S p,

Overestimation by Conversions I and 3

might be due to not having adequately considered Incompleteness of the
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data for small

g1and

.b*

Consideration should also be given to the uncertainty of magnitude
conversion formulas.

Failure to do so results in biased

magnitude-recurrence relationships.
the point:

Here is

an extreme example to prove

suppose that the regression of mb against I1 does not explain

any of the variance ofab. Then 9E[blIo] - Bl[

b]

for all I1 and the

recurrence law fitted to converted ab values indicates a very large rate
of events with magnitude *b * E[abl,

2.2

which is wrong.

Expert Opinion
In this section, I point at biases and inconsistencies of expert opinion,

which can be reduced through analyses of the type previously described in Sac.
2.1.

My observations are the result of a cursory examination of the data

generated through the seismicity questionnaires.

Reference to a specific

expert should not be interpreted as criticism of his work,

but only as an

exemplification of problems which are often wide-spread and typical of the
elicitation of subjective opinions.

1.

Differences Among Experts.

Consider for example the best estimates and

ranges of b for Expert 1, which I have plotted in Fig. 1.

The numbers on

the horizontal axis identify the seiosogenic provinces according to the
numbering scheme of Table A3.

There are 15 sones for which *b has been

used as a measure of earthquake sine.

In only 2 of these 15 cases do the

ranges given by Expert 1 Include the value 0.9, which is
of Expert 7 for all regions.

the best estimate

Conversely, in 10 of the 15 cases the best

estimates by Expert 1 exceed 1.2, whereas the upper bound for Expert 7
never exceeds 1.1.

It

would be desirable to know the process by which the
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experts have obtained their estimates and the reason why inter-expert
differences cannot be reconciled:
of analysis,

are theme differences due to the method

to conflicting seismogenic theories,

to subjective judgement,

or simply to errors or omissions?
Another example is the range of MU for CZ.
for all the experts who chose the mb scale.

This is shown in Fig.

2

Notice that the spread of the

best estimates exceeds the width of each uncertainty interval and that,
on the average, the best estimate of one expert is considered possible by
only 2.3 out of the remaining 9 experts.

2.

Variability and Edging of Each Expert.

As mentioned at page 191 of the

LLNL report, Expert 3 has considerably revised his SEP upper-bound
earthquake size for the region near the Millstone site.
explanation given for this change?

Was any

Edging is a more frequent phenomenon,

vith experts reluctant to modify their previous positions.

For example,

why were the inconsistencies and incompatibilities noticed in this review
not corrected during the feedback session?

Perhaps, excessive reliance

has been placed on feedback; it seems that the time to help experts is
before they express their opinions, not after.

3.

Probability of Alternative Zonations for a Givan Expert.

Consider for

example Zones 22, 38, and 39 for Expert 1 (more extreme cases can be found
in Table A3).

According to Expert 1, P(22] * P(38,39)]

0.5.

These

probabilities should be interpreted as follows:

P(22])

P[seisaicity within the entire Zone 22 corresponds
to a spatially homogeneous Poisson point process
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in zone CZ

P[38,391 - p(aeisficity within each of Zones 38 and 39
corresponds to a spatially homogeneous Poisson
point process, but the Intensity parameter of
the process in different for the tvo regional
I as sure that a test of homogeneity for Regions 38 and 39 would reject
the null hypothesis that these two regions can be merged Into Zone 22, at
levels such lover than 0.5.

This mean. that P[221 should be much amaller

than 0.5.
A more extreme example Iu Zone 1 for Expert 11, which becomes pert of
CZ with probability 0.2.

For Zone 1, Expert 11 gives [3.6,3.91 as the

central 95% confidence Interval for a, whereas for CZ the same Interval is
(4.05,4.451.

CZ has an area at least 20 times larger than Zone I so that,

when referred to a region the size of Zone 1, the 0.025 and 0.975 frac
tiles of a for CZ do not exceed 2.75 and 3.15,

respectively.

The inter

vals [3.6,3.93 and (2.75,3.151 are widely separated and Incompatible with
the probability 0.2 that Zone I is part of CZ.

Perhaps, experts are

thinking more of physical similarity than of similarity of seismicity,
which is what counts in hazard analysis.
4.

High Confidence in Individual Zones.

A related problem is the

overestimation of homogeneity of large zones.

Examples of cases in which

statistical tests would most likely disprove statements by experts are
P(311-1 by Expert 2 and P111-1 by Expert 5. Notice that the latter expert
further merges Zone I with Zones 7,9 and 10 with nonzero probability.
Low seismicity regions belong to most of thae experts' CZ zones.
Because the estimated seismicity of CZ varies greatly from expert to

expert (see Fig. 3.3.12 In Q5 Report),
CZ region,

(mainly LaCrosse,

calculated hazard at sites In the

Wolf Creek, Draidwood and River Bend)
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also

varies greatly.

This is another example of nonhomogeneity of the expert

zones, which can be detected by performing statistical tests.
S. Estimates and Uncertainty Ranges of a and b. There are several problems
with these quantities:
5.1

Ranges.

One would typically expect that, when uncertainty on b Is

the same, uncertainty an a should decrease with increasing seismic
Why then Expert I1Ihas a much wider range of

activity within a zone.

a for Zone 6 than he doe. for Zone 5?
variable from expert to expert.

Ranges are also highly

For example, the average ranges of a

for experts 10,11,12 and 13 are respectively 0.27, 0.53,1.05 and
1.44, corresponding to factor. of 1.87, 3.39, 11.22, and 27.37
respectively.

Other experts give much wider ranges.

Expert 6 always gives a range of 2 (a factor of 100).
(Zones 4 and 14),

For example,
In some cases

Expert 13 gives uncertainty factors of 250, whereas

in others (Zone 5) his uncertainty factor Is less than 1.5.
variations of uncertainty are reported by Expert 2 (e.g.,
Zones 5 and 8).

Similar

compare

1 find such variations extreme and should like to

see experts justify them.
5.2

Symmetry.

Again on a statistical basis (regression analysis) one

would expect uncertainty on a and b to be nearly symmetrical.

However, there are many cases when the ranges of Table A3 are very
asymmetrical with respect to the best-estimate 'Values.
of the bound is the same as the best estimate.

believe these values, the resulting lognormal fit

Even If one were to
would be degener

ate, leading to unacceptable seismic hazard results.
cases treated?
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Sometimes one

Now were these

5.3

lack of Spatial Variation in the Best Estimates and Ranges.

For

Expert 4, b has the sars best estimate value for all the zones but
not the same range.
uncertainty:

I find this to be a rather peculiar state of

the fact that the beat estimate Is the same suggests

that b was assumed to be Identical for all the zones, but this cannot
be true if

the range var-es.

For Expert 6, the range of a is always

2 whereas the range of b varies.
uncertainty.

This Is again a peculiar state of

Expert 7 is certain about a (1) but not about b.

Like

Expert 4, he gives the same best estimate of b for all the zones but
not the esae range.
5.4

Correlation between a and b.

In calculating the range of E[KI ,

Expert 4 used his answers for a and b and the assumption of perfect
correlation between the latter parameters.

For other experts,

the

large uncertainty on a can be explained only through high correlation
vith b.

Yet, only a small fraction of the experts have opted for a

model of a and b with high correlation.
5.5

Consistency between a, b and E(M).

find it

In the case of Experts 5 and 6, 1

impossible to reconcile the range of EIt43 with the ranges of

a and b.
All these observations about seismicity parameters point at the need for
a better control or at least a critical documentation of the procedures
followed by the experts in producing their estimates.

Without such

Information, It Is impossible to separate genuine diversity of opinion from
errors of analysis or Judgement.
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3.

COMMENTS ON GROUND MOTION MODELING
As for seisulcity, comments are made separately on methodology and expert

opinion, respectively in Secs. 3.1 and 3.2.

3.1

Methodology
Given the complexity of the attenuation problem and the large number of

possible ground motion models, the procedure devised by LLNL to incorporate
uncertainty on model type and on the level of ground motion at the site is
reasonable one.

In this section,

I raise three issues.

a

The first one

concerns the validity of intensity-based methods for the generation of Eastern
U.S.

attenuation models.

This is an important consideration because of the

bias introduced by incorrect methods.

The second issue refers to the

calculation of uniform hazard spectra (UHS) from standard spectral shapes.
The third issue concerns uncertainty on the factor Y for local effects.

1.

Intensity-based Methods.

Consider the relatively simple case of

constructing a ground motion model for the East (E) that gives PGA (A) in
terms of epicentral MM intensity 10 and distance R.

Such a model is

denoted by (AlO,R)z. Data from the East allows one to estimate only an
intensity attenuation, which is denoted by (IIlo,R) E .

Information about A

is available from other regions (0), e.g. from the West (W), from which
one can estimate relationships such as (AlI)O, (AII,R)O, (AJI,Io)o and
(AIz,R,Io )o among others.

In using this information to construct ground

motion models of the type (A|Zo*R)E, two points must be considered:
(a)

The only mathematically correct way to obtain (AIZo,R)E is to
substitute (IIloR)E into (AII,R,Io)E.

This means that one must

estimate the regression (AII,R,lo)g. No other regression, e.g.

(AJZ)Z or (AjI,R)E, will do.
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(b)

When comparing seismicity in E and 0, one nay not agree that
(AJI,R,Io)E - (Ajl,R,o1)O.

This in very clearly stated in Appendix C

What is

of the LLNL report.

not recognized in that report is

that

if, for example, one decides that (Ajl)g-(AII)o. one cannot
to obtain (AIIo,R)E .

substitute (IlIo,R)E into (AjIl)
needs (AII,R,Io)E .

One still

The fact that a partial regression for A does not

suffice should be clear if one considers that, also for Region 0,

subs .tutio. of (11 0o,R)o into (AIl)o does not produce (AjloR)o.
Another point should be clarified:
correct way,

then there is

These procedures are exact.

one proceeds in the mathematically

if

no bias or error in intensity-based procedures.
Therefore,

the statements at the bottom of

page C-10 and at the top of page C-11 are imprecise.
The correct intensity-based procedure corresponds to the so-called
magnitude-and-distance-veighted (in short, H-R) method.

The other inten

sity-based methods, i.e. no-veighting (N-W), magnitude-weighting (N) and
distance-veighting (R) are incorrect and produce biased results.

Some of

these biases are apparent if one compares models from different procedures:
for PGA, N-W models predict much higher accelerations at distances around
100 Ka than M-R models.

This is true also for R-and N-models, although for

them bias is on the average smaller.
have a distance-dependence

which is

One can also see that N-W and N-models
different from that of N-R models and is

such that PGA is overestimated at large distances.

I recommend that, of all

the intensity-based models, only those of the N-R type be retained on the
basis that the others are mathematically wrong and biased.
For PGV, no N-R model has been generated but similar considerations
should apply; in particular, models other than N-R should tend to over-
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predict PGV at moderate to large distances.

My suggestion ia

that M-R

models be developed and that the other intensity-baaed relationships be
discarted.
The same suggestion extends to reaponse-spectrum models:

in the

models based on intensity but derived through incorrect

velocity-range,

procedures tend to overpredict the response when compared to
spectral-shape methods (e.g.,

ew"ark-Hall).

The discrepancy is

especially large for distances around 100 Ks.

2.

Uniform Hazard Spectra.

Table 3.4.2 indicates that the experts have often

opted for standard-spectral-shape methods.
of Appendix C that, in these methods,

It also appears from Section S

the median spectrum was used as a
Why was uncertainty

deterministic scaling function, anchored to A and V.
on the spectrum given A and V ignored?
especially

That uncertainty would be

influential on the 15% and 85% fractiles, but I believe it

woul' have some effect also on the median spectrum.

3.

LLNL has to be comended for the informative review of

L,#cal Effects.

methods to deal with the difficult problem of local site effects and for
its own contribution to developing nway techniques.

Ny conment here

concern just a detail of implementation: one should be careful not to
apply an uncertain local-amplification factory Y with large variance (the
vau 2
- 0S2
- (0.5)2 is quoted in the document on Questionnaire 6) to
value 2

InT

base-case hazard results that already incorporate large attenuation
uncertainty.

If

the aultiplicative attenuation error for the base case

one
should,
would
l
one v'ould
or else
ahould not exceed about (0.6)2 , or
"

is ic€,, then
than
t,'c

*n

contradict the notion that classifying sites into more refined categories
reduces the uncertainty of ground motion prediction.
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3.2

Exprt Opinion
Th

problem of quality control is

for soeisicity because there is

little

reasonableness of the respondents'
Judgement are based an Table 3.4.2

1.

rdgin4 In Model Weighting.

more complicated for ground motion than
statistical information to verify the

answers.

The following remarks on expert

and on the Report on Questionnaire 6:

Consider for example the models for PGA.

Expert 3 gives zero weight to intensity-based methods and Expert 5 gives
weight 1 to the same methods.

There must be something wrong in

the way

experts assess their uncertainty.

A possible explanation is

them, weights represent knowledge,

i.e. that experts give higher weight to

models they are more familiar with.
to be taken as probabilities.

If

this is

true, then weights are not

Also, experts tend to be strongly biased in

favor of models they have been associated with in the pest.
experts are not impartial.

specifies.

Therefore,

Aiven the importance of earthquake

attenuation, the consequence on the results may be serious.
example of edging is

that for

Expert 5, who is

A clear

certain about all the models he

Nowever, his attenuation functions behave like outliers with

respect to the other models,

t-ave received zero weight by all other

experts (except for a probability 0.0S assigned by Expert I to the
spectral model)

and, as explained earlier in Sec.

procedure which is
information is

incorrect.

3.1,

use a mathematical

One should conclude either that background

very different for different experts (and then their

information should be shared by alt before any probability is

assigned) or

that human judgement is unreliable and subject to all sorts of biases.
the present case,

I believe that we are seing a combination of both.

Zven if one could justify the extreme weights given by Expert S, I
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In

cannot mm boy that expert can be certain about the standard deviation of
the regression residual (0.6 in all

cases).

It

Is possible that he

misinterpreted some of the questions; In this case his estimates should be
treated as statistical outliers and discarted.
For some sites, the median hazard curve is
models, but this Is not alvays the case.

insensitive to outlier

As a consequence,

results become

questionable also as indicators of relative hazard, unless such models are

discarted.

2.

Regression Residuals and Truncation.

Expert 5 is

not the only "outlier'.

The standard deviations of the spectral-ordinate models for Expert 4 are
also anomalous.

3.

Nov were they arrived at?

Geographical Dependence of Attenuation.

Expert 2 is

the only respondent

who specified different ground motion models for different geographical
regions.

Predictions of PGA vary by a factor of about 2 and those of PGV

by a factor that depends considerably on magnitude.
latter factor exceed 10.
dependence and it

For magnitude 7,

the

This appears to be a very large regional

seems strange that none of the other experts has even

considered such dependence.

Further analysis should be made of whether,

why, and by how such PGA and PGV attenuation should vary over the Eastern
U.S.

4.

MINOR COMMENTS
I have collected in this section editorial observations and technical

comments that are of lesser importance or should have only marginal impact on
the final results.
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*

Page 14, bottom.

Language about randoe and systematic uncertainty in

unclear.
*

Page 17.

Why are the four geographical provinces for seismicity

etim-ation related to attenuation characteristics?
*

Pages 17 and 19.

In Eq. 2.7, the weights we of the ground motion

experts are normalized and treated as probabilities.
this case can Eq.

2.7 produce a probability.

In fact, only in

However,

this meaning of

vw
e contrasts with statements at Page 17.
*

Pages 20 and D-27.

The explanation of uniform hazard spectra is

confusing; a simpler sentence would suffice.

*Percentile curves"

cannot be interpreted as *envelopes of all possible spectra".
*

Page 57.

I find Table 4.1 very useful.

Could a similar table be

provided for PGV?
*

Pages 74 and 75.

It would help if,

somewhere in the report, a clear

statement was made concerning the simulation procedure.

The paragraph

that starts at the bottom of Page 74 and the information in Sec.
still
C

leave me with some questions.

Page A-25.

There is

a cursory statement here about a multivariate

gama model for occurrence rates.

I have found no derivation,

justification, or detail for this model,
*

D.S.3

Page,

A-79 through A-160.

anywhere in the report.

Table A3 contains many errors.

Here are a few examples:
-

Expert 1, Zone 24: negative values of A

-

Expert 1, Zone 24: -5.000 for the lower limit of B

-

Expert 1, Zone 34: 0.000 for the lower limit of A

-

Expert 2,

-

Expert 3. Zone 18: -7.4 for the lower limit of B

Zone 2: -3.27

for the lower limit of B
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and

0so
on.

Ny only concern 1I

that.

this was a computer-generated table, some

if

of these errors say have creeped into the analysis.
*

Pages A-79 through A-160.

In many cases,

for Experts 10 and 11,

e.g.

the upper limit of validity of the linear model falls inside the range
of NO.

Isn't this somewhat of a contradiction?

Nov were these cases

handled?
*

Page D-13.

I find the proposed weighting scheme quite reasonable but

Z do not understand the decision theoretic justification based on a
utility interpretation of the weights.
justification.

I suggest deleting such

This aplles also to the statement about utility

at

Page 39 of QS.
*

Page D-23.

Explanation of how uniform hazard spectra are obtained is

not very clear.

5.

A figure would help.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The strength of the LLNL study Is

in the sound seismic hazard method

ology, which can efficiently deal with multiple seismicity and ground-notion

experts and with multiple hypotheses.
tion of input data,
In genaral,

Its main limitation is in the genera

for which the study relies entirely on expert opinion.

the more information is

modeled explicity and processed

analytically, the more transparent and reproduceable

the results are.

Provided that the assumptions of the analysis are clearly stated (e.g.
stationary Poisson process with exponential magnitude diatrlbution and
pisecewine-constant
analysis.

intensity in space),

there is

no bias introduced by formal

Experts could still modify the results of analysis, on the baIesiof

inforation whose quantitative treatment ls complicated.
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The benefit of

analysis is a reduction of estimation errors and biases, which are now
mistaken for genuine diversity of expert opinion.

At least, one could usa

statistical estimation and hypothesis testing to guide expert judgement as
well as detect outlier models and inconsistencies.

In Sec. 2, I have

mentioned a few such procedures, which can be applied to seismogenic provinces
and recurrence parameters.
Application of the same techniques to ground notion modeling is more
difficult due to lack of instrumental data in the East.
eliciting information can be made more rational.

Still,

For sxample,

simply asking the experts to assign weights to different models,

the process of
instead of
one could ask

them to compare all models, explicity stating strengths and weaknesses of
each.

I believe that this would result in a more homogeneous saet of ansvers.

At least, it would disclose the reasons for disagreement.
Detailed docuaentation should be provided of the procedures used by the
experts to obtain models and paraaeter estimates.
In sumary, I suggest:
1.

To analyze the catalog for dependent events (foreshocks,

aftershocks,

etc.) or at least to discuss the effect of not differentiating between
main and dependent earthquakes;
2.

To characterize incoapleteness through some unified pro-.edure, e.g.
Stepp's method, or at least make sure that this problem is adequately
considered by the experts;

3.

To test the homogeneity of proposed seismoqenic provinces for both
base-case and alternative zonations.

This can be done, for example, by

using the X2 test or tests based on the range from multinomial samples.
References for the latter tests are Bioaetrik3 47 (1960) 460-469,
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Dioetrika 49 (1962)
23 (1967)
-

4.

107-116,

Bionetrika 55 (1968)

377-379,

685-692.

To use a statistical procedure, e.g.

that of Weichert in BSSA 70 (1980)

1337-1346 or ordinary or weighted least-squares,
parameters a and b.

to estimate the

Uncertainty on a and b should also be found through
2.1;

statistical mans; see for example the model of Sec.
S.

and Biometrics

With regard to ground motion,

to discart intensity-based models other than
More attention should

those of the magnitude-and-distance-veighted type.

be given to the issue of regional variation of attenuation.
6.

To extensively document the criteria and procedures used by the experts in
responding to the questionnaires, and clarify the reasons for their
disagreement.

I realize that the project is

now at a stage when it

Implement all these modifications.
the previous points as 6,

S,

3,

ay be impractical to

In order of decreasing priority, I rank

4, 2, 1.

Some of my concerns (conversion

MM intensity to mb, alternative recurrence models,

from

correlation between a and

could be addressed by analyzing sensitivity of the final results.

b,

etc.)

If

reconvening the ground-notion experts is

considered impractical or

ineffective due to their likely anchoring to previously stated opinions,
then som judgement should be exercised by LLNL in downvweighting

or, I

suggest, discarting outlier models and parameter values.
Ny overall evaluation of the LLNL study is
1.

as follows:

The approach is sound except for elicitation and quality control of
expert opinion.

This and the elimination of biased ground motion

models are the main areas of needed improvement.
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2. Uncertainties are adequately represented In the results.

However,

better control of the Input would reduce the scatter of hazard
estimates due to judgemental or procedural errors by the experts and
the elimination of biased attenuation models would lower calculated
hazard at most sites.
3.

There are components of Input and modeling assumptions that affect
the spatial variation of hazard and to which both absolute and
relative hazards are sensitive.

Examples are xonat ion and the ground

motion model (e.g., compare curves 05
document).

In Figs. 3.2s and 3.3 of the Q6

Of course, whether or not earthquake Lttenuation varies

geographically In also very Influential on relative hazard.

One

should consider these Items most carefully If one wants to make
comparative use of the results; see previous comments at Points 3 and
5.
4.

There Is a general need for documentation of methods and criteria
used by the experts in answering the questionnaires.
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COMMENTS LETTER FROM AIF
TO MR. R. VOLLMER
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Atomic Industrial Forum. Inc.
7101 Wisconsin Avenue
Bethesda. MD 20814.4805
Telephone (3011654-9260
TWX 7108249602 ATOMIC FOR DC

F

August 13, 1984

Mr. Richard H. Vollmer, Director
Division of Engineering
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C 20555
Dear Mr. Vollmer:
In response to your letter of June 27, 1984, AIF is pleased to
present our comments on the contract report entitled "Seismic
Hazard Characterization of the Eastern United States: Methodology
and Preliminary Results for Ten Sites" (NUREG-CR/3756), prepared
by Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL). Our comments
are directed toward indicating where additional information should
be provided or where comparisons should be made that would signif
icantly strengthen the study and would contribute towards develop
ing state-of-the-art seismic hazard assessment procedures. More
detailed development of the comments made below is provided in the
enclosure.
o The basic methodology used by LLNL for the seismic hazard
computations is consistent with other recent seismic hazard
assessments using the seismic source zone method. However,
major improvements in seismic hazard analyses are presently
being made (e.g., in evaluating historical seismicity, in
determining incompleteness in the earthquake catalog, in
converting intensity to magnitude and in analyzing earthquake
clusters), which should be incorporated into the LLNL study.
o Comparisons of seismicity and ground motion data to model input
supplied by the LLNL consultants indicate that their input is
not always supported by the available data.
o

Hazard results should be checked against results using an
independent method for calculating the hazard, such as the
historic seismic hazard method.

o The use by LLNL of a lower bound magnitude of 3.7S in hazard
calculations yields overly conservative results. To the best
of our knowledge, damage or loss of function to engineered
structures has never occured for an earthquake with a magnitude
below S.0, regardless of the ground motions generated by these
small events. This fact should be reflected in the final haz
ard calculations.
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Mr. Richard H. Vollmer

August 13, 1984

o As you know, the AIF Seismic Design Bases Subcommittee is work
in# with the EPRI Seismicity Owners Group in development of a
seismic hazards methodology for the Eastern United States. This
study is being made in response to NRC encouragement for indus
try sponsorship of an effort parallel to the LLNL study. The
schedule for the EPRI study is somewhat later than the schedule
for the LLNL effort and is obtaining benefits from the LLNL
work. Each study should provide adequate details of how model
inputs, such as source zones, seismicity parameters and maximum
magnitude of earthquakes are determined. Our major concern is
trackability. Availability of these details will permit better
peer review and comparisons of results and will enable deter
mination of why differences in hazard predictions occur.
o

In Robert Jackson's April 10, 1984 memo -.ndum to James Knight,
he stressed that the LLNL interim prog •- report is preliminary
in nature. As such, we understand that . is not to be used in
any regulatory decisions. This approach is consistent with the
recommendations previously made in the May 30, 1984 meeting
between the Seismicity Owners Group and NRC Management.

o

It should be recognized that the LLNL study is global in concept
rather than site-specific. As such, its main purpose should be
to test methodology, not to predict hazard at specific sites.
In view of the large amount of data involved and the many dif
ferent opinions given, it is quite possible that a specific site
might inadvertently suffer from a set of assumptions which would
change if a more detailed investigation of that site were under
taken. As such, these preliminary interim hazard results must
be viewed with caution.

The AIF Seismic Design Bases Subcommittee welcomes this opportunity
to interact with NRC in the development of this methodology. We
hope that the ideas and comments presented here and in the enclo
sure will further the state-of-the-art in seismic hazard assessment.
Sincerely,

Burr H. Randolph
Chairman, AIF Seismic
Design Bases Subcommittee
BHR:hkr
Enclosure
cc:

Leon Reiter
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ATOMIC INDUSTRIAL FORUM
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SEISMIC DESIGN BASES
EVALUATION OF LLNL REPORT

The NRC has issued as a NUREG document (NUREG-CR/3756) a
contractors report of work in progress at the Lawrence Livermore
National Laboratory (LLNL). That report presents proposed
methodology and interim progress on test calculations for seismic
hazard evaluations at ten eastern U.S. nuclear plant sites. This
is a review of that report, submitted to the NRC by the Seismic
Design Bases Subcommittee of AIF.
The subcommittee's evaluation of the LLNL interim report addresses
several areas, as describe4 below. Our comments are directed
toward indicating where we believe additional information might be
provided or comparisons made that would strengthen the methodology
and contribute significantly to developing state-of-the-art
seismic hazard assessment procedures.
General Methodology
We acknowledge that the basic methodlogy developed by LLNL is
sound and consistent with other recent seismic hazard assess
ments. At the same time, major improvements in seismic hazard
analyses are being made, for example in evaluating historical
seismicity, determining incompleteness, converting intensities to
magnitudes, analyzing earthquake clusters and aftershocks, etc.
These should be incorporated into the LLNL study to the extent
possible.
There are several areas in which better documentation of opinions
offered by consultants to LLNL should be provided, and these are
discussed below. Also, the seismic source/seismicity parameter
part of the study should be documented as an independent set of
information, so that (for example) alternative attenuation equa
tions might be substituted in the future to compute seismic
hazard. It should be recognized that the LLNL study is generic in
nature, rather than site-specific. Given the large amount of data
an" interpretations involved, it is quite possible that a specific
sit. might inadvertently suffer from a set of assumptions which
would be changed if a more detailed investigation of that site
were undertaken. Thus the LLNL study may provide results which
are a good starting point for evaluation of seismic hazard at a
site, but the possibility of additional, site-specific data and
interpretations should be allowed.
It should be noted that there are no structural engineering
considerations introduced in the hazard analysis, for example to
derive "effective" ground motions from instrumental values or to
put limits on ground motion values. As an example, the response
spectrum for magnitudes less than 6, or for high accelerations,
are narrow band. The use of a broad-banded spectral shape
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anchored to peak acceleration by some of the LLNL consultants is
conservative in these cases, and is likely to overpredict struc
tural damage. This entire area is one of continuing research, in
which the NRC is a major participant. If any "effective" ground
motion considerations or limits are deemed appropriate, either in
general or at any particular site, and these effects are a func
tion of earthquake size or distance (as they most likely would
be) the influence on seismic hazard is not recoverable from the
LLNL results.
Source Zones and Maximum Magnitudes
These parameters, as designated by the seismicity consultants on
the LLNL study, appear overall to be typical of those used in
other studies. The source zones are drawn on a regional basis,
without refinement by local geology or seismology. What should be
included by LLNL is a description by each consultant of how he
derived his zones and maximum magnitudes. Some of the latter
appear unrealistically high. The description need not be lengthy,
but should include the factors considered in zonation and maximum
magnitude assessment, e.g. historical seismicity, lithospheric
stresses, tectonic features, crustal structure, comparisons with
other regions, etc. This description of the basis and factors
influencing each consultants' decision would help the evaluation
of specific source zones and parameters, which might be critical
in detemining the seismic hazard at certain sites. As the LLNL
report presently stands, such an evaluation is not possible.
Seismicity Description
The seismicity consultants' values of seismicity parameters are
fully cataloged, but the way in which these values were chosed is
not well documented. We understand that, after each seismicity
consultant drew his source zones, LLNL provided him with a catalog
of historical earthquakes with magnitude (mb) > 3.75 or MM in
tensity (MMI)>IV. We also understand that some consultants may
have elected to use their own historical earthquake catalog to
assess "a" and "b" values. Thus the assessments may not have been
made from the same data base. Nor is it clear if or how each con
sultant identified and treated aftershocks. The use by LLNL of a
lower bound cutoff Pb of 3.75 or MMI of IV is a bit awkward; the
Nuttli conversion MMI to -b indeed indicates m b * 3.75 for MMI
* IV, but this is more properly represented as a range (Ub of
3.5 to 4.0) since 4b is a continuous scale and MMNTa discreet
scale. Thus some events with ab < 3.75 were probably included
in the list supplied to each consultant. There is no reason why
the lower-bound magnitude used to determine a- and b- values needs
to be the same as that used for seismic hazard computations. In
fact they are most logically different. These comments do not
address the effects caused by alternative MMI-to-mb conversion
relation- ships.whieh-are also important.
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-3Additionally, the method used to fit equations to the seismicity
data is not reported by the seismicity consultants. Various
methods are available (least squares on frequency or on cumulative
values, weighted least squares, maximum liklihood etc.) which
have relative merits and drawbacks that are not widely appreci
ated; the methods used by each consultant should by documented. A
significant effort is required to assess a- and b- values for any
one zone. It is doubtful that the time available permitted the
LLNL consultant to go through this process in depth for all of the
various zones which they proposed.
These issues are important because a preliminary comparison of
several consultants' seismicity parameters with historical data
indicates an important degree of conservatism. This is the case
if one converts MMI to mb using Nuttli's equation or some other,
and if one examines historical macroseismicity or recent micro
seismicity. It may well be that the differences are readily
reconcilable, and that various consultants would agree on the same
interpretation if the assumptions and methods were made clear.
Lower-bound Magnitude.
The LLNL report uses 9b a 3.75 as a lower bound for hazard calcu
lations. This is inappropriate, and it artificially increases the
estimated hazard. To the best of our knowledge, damage or loss of
function to engineered structures or equipment has never occured
for an earthquake with magnitude below 5, regardless of the ground
motions generated by these small events. These earthquakes do not
generate ground motions with the duration, energy or frequency con
tent necessary to damage real structures or equipment, and the
observations of no damage throughout the world is strong evidence
to support this statement. Therefore, a more realistic method of
evaluation should be developed which would not over-estimate the
hazard.
Ground Motion Estimates
The ground motion models designated by the attenuation consultants
have, for the most part, been well documented in the LLNL report.
(There are some exceptions, for instance in the value of 7 used in
the Campbell 1983 equation for peak acceleration.) What is not re
ported are the reasons for the consultants choices; did they prefer
one model over another on theoretical grounds, or on enpirical
grounds? There is a crowing body of accelerogroph data from
eastern U.S. earthquakes and these can be used to compare to
selected attenuation equations. Have the consultants done this?
What is their justification for heavily weighting equations which
are inconsistent with recorded data? (There may be several good
ustifications, but they should be documented.) In one instance,
t appears that one attenuation consultant stated a preference for
an equation which estimated ground motion parameters as a function
and LLNL combined this with a second equation which
of site MM1,
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estimated, in a conservative way, site NMI from mg and dis
tance. In this instance the final result should be verified by
the consultant in question, to ensure his concurrence or determine
any appropriate changes.
Several additional issues are important in regard to spectral
amplitude and the way in which it is estimated in the LLNL study.
Preliminary comparisons of estimates to eastern U.S. data indi
cates over-tonservatism. Such comparisons should be considered
by the consultants before they make final choices on attenuation
functions or weifhts. The functions designated by consultants to
estimate spectral amplitudes are not entirely consistent with
those designated to estimate peak acceleration (e.g. when spectral
amplitudes are estimated by anchoring a standard spectral shape to
peak acceleration, the weights given to various functions for the
anchor point are not the same as weights given to various func
tions estimating peak acceleration independently). In one case
(the ATC 1978 response spectrum) the representation of spectral
amplitudes in the LLNL Report appears to be different from that in
the original reference, and this may have influenced attentuation
consultants erroneously.
Conclusions
The LLNL contract report represents a major effort in solicitation
and use of consultant opinion to evaluate seismic hazards in the
eastern U.S. However, our experience has shown that failure to
address the considerations outlined in the foregoing will lead to
over-estimates of the hazard.
The report needs documentation of the consultants's bases for
their stated opinions in order to permit further evaluation and
the likely resolution of apparent differences in opinion
Additonal comparison of assumptions with data (incluing com
parison of the final hazard results with historical hazard
results) are appropriate for the consultants' benefit, before
the final designations of source zones, seismicit7 parameters,
and attenuation functions are made.
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COMMENTS FROM YANKEE ATOMIC ELECTRIC COMPANY
o

Letter from G.D. Whittier to R. Miller
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MAINE YANKEE ATOMIC POWER COMPANY

United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Attention: Mr. James R. Miller; Chief

Page Two
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More detailed comments are attached that expand on these two points, (See
Attachment B). Additional Information will be forthcoming as we complete our
critique.
Please contact me If you have any questions.
Very truly yours,
MAINE YANKM(EE ATOMIC POVER COMPANY

2f1^64v4
C. 0. Whittier
Licensing Section Head

GOW/bjp
cc:

Dr. Thnmas E. Murley
Mr. Cornelius F. Holden
mr. 0. G. Eisenhut
Mr. R. E. Jackson

Mr. R. H. Vollmer
Mr. R. B. Minogue
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ATTACHMENT A

UNITED STATES

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

100
0

tEELAIJ

WfASHINGTON. 0. C. 20S5

S

02RG04

MEMORANDUM FOR:

James P. Knight, Assistant Director for
Components & Structures Enairpee~rtrc
Division of Engineering

FROM:

Robert E.Jackson, Chief
Geosciences Branch
Division of Engineering

SUBJECT:

USE OF LLNL INTERIM REPORT: SEISMIC HAZARD
CHARACTERIZATION PROGRAM

Dr. Andrew Murphy, project manager for the joint Office of Nuclear
Reactor Regulation and Office of Nuclear Reactor Research, Seismic
Hazard Characterization Project, has received the Interim report
discussing the hazard methodology and showing initial results for the
first ten sites. The purpose of this memorandum isto provide a summiary
of the progress on this project up to this point and to provide users of
the interim report with a perspective on what additional work will be
undertaken between now and the completion of this project. The reader
isreferred to the interim re'port for specific discussion of the
technical details included inthe hazard analysis.
In commnon with the hazard study undertaken for the Systematic Evaluation
Program (SEP), extensive use ismade of expert judgement to obtain the
input data required to perform a seismic hazard analysis. Improvements
and chang~s made since the SEP study, include:
1. Use of a larger seismicity panel to insure coverage of all regions
east of the Rockies.
2. Compilation of seismicity panel judgements regarding the existence

or non-existence and alternative shapes of seismic source zones.
3. The seismicity panel experts provided all seismicity parameters for
their individual source zones. These parameters Include the
earthquake occurrence rate and the upper magnitude cutoff.
4. Use of a separate ground motion model ing panel to provide
judgements regarding the ground motion models to be used in the
hazard analysis, and;
S.

Incorporation of major computer software modifications in order to
provide a more complete, as compared to the SEP program,
uncertainty analysis for each seismicity/ground motion expert.
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The specific results, both hazard curves and uniform hazard spectrum,
included in the Interim report are preliminary in nature because the
feedback process (both seismicity and ground motion panels) has not yet
been completed. Itis known, as a result of the seismicity panel
feedback meeting, that some of the panel experts will modify seismic
source zonation and earthquake occurrence parameters. However, the
study can be considered as state-of-the-art particularly with regard to
methodology improvements incorporating uncertainties inall hazard input
parameters. Because peer review has not yet begun and because feedback
isnot yet completed, the specific numerical results should be viewed
with caution particularly with respect to validity of the absolute
numbers. Presently, the hazard curves and uniform hazard spectrum can
be used to gain insight as to the range of the existing professional
judgements inseismic source zonation, earthquake occurrence parameters
and ground motion models. Although the above caveats have been stated,
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory has condluced that, "the median
hazard curve combined over all experts isa robust estimator and we
would not expect to see this hazard curve change significantly as a
result of feedback and the inclusion of the final set of ground motion
models.'
Incomparing commiercial PRA hazard results with the LLNL calculations
(Millstone and Limerick), itisnoted tt.aj large divergence exists
particularly at frequencies less than 10- per year. At this time we do
not necessarily believe that one iswrong and the other is right. We
are attempting to evaluate and determine to what extent this divergence
isthe result of inherent uncertainties in state-of-the-art hazard
estimates or systematic errors in input assumptions. However,
substantial advances in our understanding of earthquake causality and
grocind motion may be needed to significantly improve the picture.
In terms of the data included in the tables and figures in the interim
report, some qualitative commnents are offered. First, itappears as if
the relative ranking of seismic hazard levels at the ten sites are
consistent with our general perception of seismic hazard based largely
on seismicity and with the SEP hazard results. As in the SEP study
there is a wide range of opinions regarding both seismic source zonation

and earthquake occurrence parameters. For some sites this will result
invery large differences (up to factors of 100 inprobability of
exceedance) ininter-expert best estimate hazard curves. Itwill be
interesting to see ifthe feedback loop reduces this variability.

Another aspect of the Interim results involves the spectral shape of the
uniform hazard spectrum. Ingeneral, itappears as ifsites which have
Safe Shutdown Earthquakes defined using the Regulatory Guide 1.60
response spectrum will have significantly lower probability of
exceedance associated with the lower frequencies (near 1 Hz) compared to
the higher frequencies, (10 to 25 Hz). This conclusion, however, is
likely to be somewhat site dependent, with sites Inclose proximity to
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more frequent larger earthquakes having a more broad band uniform hazard
spectral shape.
In conclusion, although the interim report includes specific results for
the first ten test sites, these results should be treated with caution
because peer review has not yet begun and because the feedback process
of both the seismicity and ground motion panels has not been completed.
The most important aspect of this report is the extensive compilation of
current expert opinion regarding seismic source zonation, earthquake
occurrence rates and ground motion attenuation models. Completion of
feedback, peer review, and the final results for the ten test sites are
expected toward the end of 1984. At that time an assessment of the
usefulness of these results will be made prior to developing hazard
curves for all nuclear power plant east of the Rocky Mountains. This
assessment was prepared by J. Kimball of the Seismology Section.

ýert
. ac
Geosciences r

hief
C

Division of En ineering
Contact: J. Kimball (301-492-8999)
A. Murphy (301-427-4615)
cc:

R. Vollmer

F.A senault
L. Beratan
J. R •wrdson
E. Sullivan
L. Reiter
S. Brocoum
A. Murphy

D. Guzy
GSB Staff
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MAfINE YANKEE PRELIMINARY COMMtENTS ON LLM.. HAZARDS ANALYSIS

This document provides Maine Yankee's preliminary commients on a report
the fNAC by the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL)
entitled "Seismic Hazard Characterization of the Eastern United States:
methodology and Preliminary Results for Ten Sites". Our commnents were
solicited du~ring a recent meeting with your staff on May 18, 1984. In this
meeting, we discussed the important factors that contribute to the difference
between the seismic hazard results for M4aine Yankee as defined by the LLNL.
report and the results presented in the "Maine Yankee Seismic Hazard Analysis"
(YAEC-1356).
written for

This LUL. report represents a significant attempt to improve the
assessment and processing of professional information. In particular, the
collection of expert's responses clearly demonstrate most of the areas of
consensus and disagreement in the suojects important to seismic hazard
analyses. Further develop-Tent in this area should be encouraged both by the
regulators and the regulated. Hopefully, a cross-fertilization and synthesis
will oe the outcome of the LLM.. and EPRI studies.
However, we must discourage the application of the results from the LLM..
study at thlis time to seismic safety decisions. We suggest caution because
the LLI&. report is preliminary and it has not undergone feedback and peer
review. We believe that feedback and peer review are extremely important and
could affect the conclusions of the report significantly. We seriously
question some of the specific approaches, assumptions, and parameter values
adopted, most notably those related to activity rate and attenuation. It Is
not that we put our opinion above those of the experts questioned, but that In
the case of activity rates, not all relevant data was provided the expert, and
in terms of attenuation, the Intent of the Ground Motion Modeling Panel was
not adequately stressed. We also contend that experts should be checked by
the data whenever possible. Whenever obvious variances exist, they should be
pointed out to the expert, an the expert should be required to either
document the basis for the variance or modify his position based on the data.
This Implies something more formal than siMPle feedback and peer review. To
make this study and other studies like it more credible, the data must have
priority over opinion, and the experts must be held accountable with respect
to their opinion.
Specific Comments
In our may 18, 1984 meeting, two primary factors were Identified that
contribute to the difference between the LLM. study and YAEC-1356. They are:
1. Activity rates; and
2.

Attenuation models used.

With respect to the activity rates, the approximate sequence whereby each
expert defines his seismicity parameters (activity rate and b-value) Is as
follows:
1.

LLN4. sends each expert a base map whereby the expert draws seismic

source areas for all areas east of the Rockies.
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2.

LLNL digitizes these maps and sorts their (LLNL) earthquake catalog
for each source area.

3.

LLNL catalog does not contain events with magnitude less than 3.75
or intensity less than 4.0. Also, LLNL used the Nuttli (mb = 0.5
Io + 1.75) conversion to determine magnitude from intensity.

4.

Experts take this information, and using a procedure of their
choice, estimate a and b-values.

5.

Tnis information is then passed back to LLNL for use in the hazard
analysis.

By itself, this sequence appears benign, but if in fact the procedure is
correct, one should be able to use the experts' a and b-values for seismic
source areas in New England and back-calculate the numoer of small magnitude
events that should have occurred in the last seven years. This number can
then be checked against the actual number of recorded events for each source
area for this time period. We say the last seven years because Weston
Observatory (Dr. John Ebel) states that the seismic network in New England has
recoraea all events greater than or equal to 2.0 over this period. An
aavantage of using the network results is tnat no conversion is required from
intensity to magnitude since all the events are instrunental. Using this
checking procedure, it can be shown that the activity rates for most experts
are generally a factor of two to three too high. The likely reason for this
overestimate is the use of an inappropriate conversion for New England and
also the incompleteness of the LLNL catalog. The effect of this systematic
overestimate in the seismicity parameters Is to over estimate the peak ground
acceleration at a given probability by a factor of 20% to 30%.
With respect to attenuation, a primary objective of the LLNL study was to
put the Ground Motion Panel on the same footing as the Seismicity Panel. The
intent of this Ground Motion Panel, to define the degree of belief associated
with several categories of existing attenuation models, was clearly not met.
In particular, LLNL coilected a variety of attenuation models for these
experts to choose from (59 to be exact). What was expected was a distribution
of weights by each expert on several attenuation models. There are five
experts on this attenuation panel. With respect to Expert 5, he provided only
one model with a weight of 1.0. It should also be noted that this exoert gave
himself a self-weight of 0.75 in terms of his level of expertise In assessing
the worth of ground motion models. With this in mind, it seems incongruous
that he has certainty, 100 confidence, in his choice of an attenuation model
to predict ground motion in the eastern United States. Because Expert 2 has
not responded with his models, the net effect is that Expert S's model gets
25% of the weight in the analysis. Also, with respect to the Gupta-Nuttli
model chosen by Expert 5, he (Expert 5) was apparently not made aware of prior
work on this model by Bernreuter in NUREG-CR/1582. Because the Gupta-!uttli
model is based on isoseismals, the model was modified by Bernreuter to reflect
a median attenuation model. In the urmodified form, the model is extremely
conservative end when combined with a Trifunac conversion relating site
intensity to peak ground acceleration, the model envelopes all other models at
a given magnitude (greater than 5.0) and distance greater than 15 kilometers.
D.6-8
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Presently, the model is being used in the unmodified form. In the typical
seismic hazard analysis, the risk to the site comes from the area within, say,
30 to 50 kilometers from the site. When using Expert 5's model, most of the
risk comes from La Malbaie in Canada, which is about 400 km from the site.
Also, La Maloaie is selective to Maine Yankee with respect to Expert 5's
attenuation model. In other words, the impact of Expert 5's model is not
relative in terms of its severity from site to site. In general, Expert 5's
model gives results that are a factor of 2 plus higher than the other experts'
best estimate models at a given probability level. Elimination of this one
model from the analysis may reduce the median acceleration at a given
probability by 10% to 207.
It should be noted that if corrections were made to the activity rates
and Expert 5's model was eliminated from the analysis, the difference between
the LLNI. study and YAEC-1356 would not !e more than 10% to 20% in
acceleration. Also, there are other factors that need to be evaluated in
terms of their aopropriateness of use. For instance, the lower bound
magnitude used in the LLI.. study is 3.75. Is the risk calculated from the
3.75 to 4.75 magnitude a real threat to a nuclear plant? It is often said
that the literature does not support damage to well-engineered structures from
events less than magnitude 5.0. Another factor that needs to be addressed is
the effect of using a minimum focal depth in the Nuttli (0-21) attenuation
model. Since the LLNL study is probabilistic, this parameter should be
modeled and not set to its most conservative value. Another factor in the
Nuttli model is that it is not corrected for regional differences in anelastic
attenuation between the central U.S. and coastal region of the eastern U.S.
In his South Carolina report, Nuttli states that when predicting acceleration,
i.e., frequencies higher than 3 Hertz, the coefficient associated with
anelastic attenuation, should be adjusted on a regional basis within the
eastern United States.
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